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Abstract

Background As the number of persons with dementia is increasing, there has been a call for establishing sustainable clinical pathways for coordinating care and support for this group. The LIVE@Home.Path-trial is a multicomponent, multi-disciplinary intervention combining learning, innovation, volunteer support and empowerment. To implement the intervention, a municipal coordinator has a crucial role. Implementation research on multicomponent interventions is complex and we conducted a feasibility study, aiming to explore the coordinator role and how a coordinator may empower persons with dementia in decision-making processes.

Methods Qualitative program evaluation combined with a hermeneutic interpretive approach was chosen as methodological approach. Sixteen dyads, consisting of the person with dementia and their main informal caregiver received the intervention by two coordinators. Of these, six dyads, three informal caregivers alone and the two care coordinators along with their leader participated in in-depth or focus group interviews, sharing their experiences with participation in the feasibility trial after six months intervention.

Results We found that the coordinators fulfilled three functions for the participating dyads: being a safety net, meaning that the dyads had little needs at the moment, but established a relation to someone who might help if the situation should change; being a pathfinder, meaning that they supported the dyads in finding their way through the complicated system of care and support services; being a source for emotional care and support, meaning that they listened, acknowledged and gave counsel in times of distress. The coordinators emphasized that a trusting leader and work environment was crucial for them to fulfill these functions. We also found that it was challenging for the coordinators to build a relation to the persons with dementia in order to pursue genuine empowerment in decision-making processes.

Conclusion We found the framework for follow-up to be a feasible starting point for establishing empowering coordination and a sustainable care pathway for persons with dementia and their informal caregivers. More meeting points between coordinator and person with dementia should be pursued in order to fulfill the persons’ fundamental rights to participate in decision-making processes.

Background

As the prevalence of dementia is rapidly increasing, the World Health Organization has labeled dementia a global public health priority and urged nations to establish dedicated dementia plans to secure adequate support for this group [1, 2]. In the wake of this call, guidelines and models for developing structured care pathways for persons with dementia has been proposed [3, 4].

Research suggests that persons with dementia living at home may has a high degree of unmet needs ranging from safety issues and general health needs, to legal issues or sustaining meaningful activities. This represents a wide range of needs from a variety of care providers [5]. A review on ‘what works’ to support this group suggests that multicomponent flexible interventions is necessary in order to meet the
complex needs of home dwelling persons with dementia. Additionally, intervention studies aiming to support this group often lack the patients’ perspectives and fail to acknowledge the complexity in the patients’ life situation [6]. Persons with dementia are depending on a high degree informal care which in turn represents a potential health risk for their informal caregivers [7]. To meet this diversity of needs, various approaches of case management and care coordination have emerged. Many of these attempts have proved beneficial, but not uniformly across studies. A Cochrane review [8] found that case management approaches in care for home-dwelling persons with dementia might lead to reduced institutionalization and decreased burden and depression among caregivers. However, the results were inconsistent throughout repeated measurements. Similarly, a meta-analysis of research on ‘coordinating interventions’ in community based dementia care, found significant effects in terms of reduced neuropsychiatric symptoms and caregiver burden [9]. Still, high costs and vaguely defined tasks combined with a multitude of different intervention designs and outcome measures leaves the initiatives fragile and general implementation in practice has been absent. Iliffe [10] suggests ‘fluidity’ as a concept to build further research on these matters on – one should attempt to establish a base of necessary components for care coordination to function and share experiences of how these components may be adapted to fit in various contexts. Within research on care coordination, there is a multitude of names for these conceptualizations. In the following we will use the term ‘care coordination' when referring to this kind of concept and ‘coordinator' when referring to the person in charge of the care coordination.

In the wake of increasing attention on dementia care, there is a growing awareness of these patients’ right to participate in decision-making processes concerning their own need for care and support. Tranvåg et al. [11] found that ‘experiencing similar status and rights as other patient groups’ was a crucial dignity-preserving aspect for home-dwelling persons living with dementia. Cahill [12] highlights that persons with dementia, too often are denied information and inclusion in decision-making processes considering their own care. It has also been documented how this often happens without properly assessing the person's cognitive abilities [13]. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities do however underline that the use of standardized tests to deny a person of legal capacity and human rights, based on mental capacity, is discriminatory and not permitted [14]. Rather, healthcare personnel are required to support the person to exercise legal capacity.

The LIVE@Home.Path-trial (LIVE) is a multicomponent, multi-disciplinary intervention aiming to support dyads, consisting of persons with dementia and their informal caregivers, to live safely and independently at home. LIVE is an acronym for the main components in the intervention, that is: Learning; Innovation, Volunteers and Empowerment. A central part of the Empowerment-component is a dementia coordinator with the tasks of coordinating the LIVE-components and to ensure empowerment of the individual person with dementia throughout the LIVE-intervention process. This involves that the participants should experience that the care and support they are provided are in line with their own perceived needs and wishes.

This present study is a feasibility study aiming to make experiences with the coordinator role before initiating the LIVE-trial. Instead of making a strict, standardized description of the coordinators tasks, we
wished to explore how the coordinators role and functions evolved in interaction with the participating dyads, consisting of persons with dementia and their informal caregivers. Further, we wished to explore issues concerning empowerment and patient participation throughout the intervention. The following research questions were addressed: 1) How do the participating dyads and the coordinators experience and describe the coordinator role and functions? 2) How can a coordinator contribute to the empowering of the person with dementia in decision-making processes – in everyday life and in planning present and future care and support?

Methods

To answer the research questions, we used Patton’s [15] framework for qualitative program evaluation in combination with a hermeneutic interpretive approach as described by Gadamer [16]. User involvement in research increase the relevance and utility of scientific studies as it brings knowledge based on users unique experience into the research process [17]. A co-researcher with user experience as a long-time caregiver for a person with dementia were engaged in all parts of the study process: in designing the intervention and evaluation, developing interview guide, participating as a co-moderator in a focus group interview, in the analysis process, and throughout the writing process.

Study setting

Two specialist nurses, a woman and a man, were engaged as coordinators. Both were engaged at a municipal resource center for dementia and had long experience from nursing homes and home based care for persons with dementia. They also had thorough knowledge of available care and support. The resource center founded its work on the principles of person-centered dementia care as described by Kitwood [18]. The coordinators went on two initial home visits: the first to initiate contact and map out clinical data, the second to have an informal conversation with the dyads on “What’s important to you?” as well as discussing relevant support and aiding in application processes. Further, the coordinators contacted the dyads per telephone once per month to build a relation, evaluate the situation and discuss the way forward. The LIVE-components were discussed as possible solutions along with other existing support measures. After six months the dyads were offered a new home visit. In between contact points, the coordinators were available for contact if needed. Besides these established contact points, the coordinators were free to support the participating dyads as they deemed necessary. That meant they were free to judge to what degree they should support in application processes, increase telephone contact, provide extra home visits, arrange meetings with general practitioners and others involved and so on.

Participants

We defined study participants as dyads consisting of the person with dementia and one informal caregiver. Inclusion criteria for the person with dementia were: having a dementia diagnosis; Mini-Mental-State-Examination score 15-24; living at home; ability to consent to participate in the study. The criteria for the caregiver participant was minimum one weekly face-to-face-contact with the person with
dementia. Participants were recruited through the network of a municipal resource center for dementia and a local geriatric outpatient clinic. Eligible participants were informed of the study and included successively until a target of sixteen participating dyads were included. Of these, a total of six dyads of persons with dementia and their informal caregivers and three informal caregivers alone participated in qualitative interviews to evaluate the intervention. In addition, the two coordinators, along with their leader participated in an evaluative focus group interview [15].

Data gathering

To answer the research questions, a hermeneutical approach, using qualitative interviews to explore the experiences of stakeholders in the project was chosen for gathering empirical data for this study. A basic principle within hermeneutical methodology is that our interpretation of the world around us will always depend on the interpreters’ background and pre-understanding [16]. The members of the research team had clinical experience as a medical doctor or registered nurse in care for persons with dementia in hospitals, nursing homes and home care. In addition, a co-researcher with user experience as an informal caregiver for a person with dementia was part of the research team. As research team, we had close dialogue with the coordinators throughout the intervention. Experiences made on these contact points and issues addressed were used to develop a semi-structured interview guide for the interviews. Interviews were conducted in a period of six to nine months after the study was initiated.

Three persons with dementia participated in a patient education course for persons with dementia, in which their informal caregivers was welcome to join. The was arranged by a local geriatric outpatient clinic and consisted of three two and a half hour sessions. Using purposeful opportunity sampling [15], these dyads participated in a focus group interview immediately after one of the course sessions. Thus we managed to arrange a group conversation between three dyads, exploring their experiences as participants in this feasibility study. Additionally, to explore various experiences, we used maximum variation sampling [15] to recruit three persons with dementia with their informal caregivers for single dyad interviews. Moreover, three informal caregivers were interviewed alone in single interviews. Finally, based upon the experiences of the project in total, along with initial analysis of the prior interviews, the gathering of empirical data were concluded with a focus group interview with the coordinators along with their leader. These were recruited as key informants [15], due to their central role in the study. In this interview, the co-researcher with user experience participated as a third co-moderator. See table 1 for an account of the interviews.

Table 1 Interview characteristics
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview type</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Sampling type</th>
<th>Participant characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus group – dyads</td>
<td>Three dyads</td>
<td>Opportunity</td>
<td>Married couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Little or no support* prior to study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single interviews – dyads</td>
<td>Three dyads</td>
<td>Maximum variation</td>
<td>Varying degrees of needs and support*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>One dyad not living together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single interviews – informal caregivers</td>
<td>Three informal caregivers</td>
<td>Maximum variation</td>
<td>Varying degrees of needs and support*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>One caregiver not living with person with dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus group – Coordinator/leader</td>
<td>Two coordinators + their leader</td>
<td>Key informant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Support: formalized support such as homecare, daycare, publicly delivered assistive technology etc.

**Ethical considerations**

Before inclusion, eligible dyads were informed about the main aspects of the intervention and asked to discuss participation with their family. During the first home visit, the coordinators, as specialist nurses, assessed the persons with dementia's ability to consent, based on observations and clinical assessments. The participating dyads were thoroughly informed, together, about all aspects of the intervention and their right to withdraw at any time without further consequence. Information was carefully adapted, through dialogue, to ensure that the persons with dementia had understood the content. The persons with dementia and the informal caregivers both gave written consent to participate. As they participated as a dyad, the informal caregivers’ consent implicitly entailed their approval of the persons with dementia's participation. On inclusion, the participating dyads were informed that they might be asked to participate in in-depth interviews as part of a six-month evaluation. They were informed that this was voluntary and that they had the right to decline this request without any consequences for their follow-up. Likewise, they were informed before the interviews that this was still voluntary, that they at any time could ask to end the interview or that they afterwards had the right to ask for interview data to be deleted. They were also informed on procedures for data gathering and data treatment. To ensure anonymity, information on the persons behind quotes presented in the results part in this paper is minimized. As there is only one male and one female coordinator, they will consequently be referred to as ‘she/her’ throughout the text, also in quotes, to protect their privacy. All interview participants consented to participate. The coordinators continued to follow-up all dyads after the study period was over. The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics, Northern Norway (2017/1519 REK Nord)
Data analysis

All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed, followed by initial analysis, successively. In this way, findings and horizons of understanding from prior interviews were assessed for potential further pursuit in the following interviews. Before the interview with the coordinators and their leader, initial analysis of the transcribed interviews were discussed by us as researchers – in search of themes to discuss in this final focus group interview. After all interviews were conducted and transcribed, they were analyzed separately by the members of the research team, as single texts, all interviews as a whole text and each interview as parts of the whole. Then, the research teams discussed their individual interpretations of the full body of texts in order to establish a shared understanding of the empirical data. This alternation between analyzing the interviews as single texts, as a whole and as parts of a whole characterized the analytical process, in line with hermeneutical methodology [16].

Results

The coordinator role and functions

The participating persons with dementia and their informal caregivers differed in age, symptoms, social network, as well as life situation in general. Accordingly, their need of support from their coordinator varied. So did their perception of how their coordinator affected their everyday lives. The first research question, considered the coordinator role and functions. Here we found that the coordinators took three different functions in their relations with the dyads, to meet the variance in care needs. That is the function of being a safety net, being a pathfinder, and being a source for emotional care and support. In addition to the questions we had set out to answer, we found that good leadership and a trusting work environment was crucial for the coordinators to function in their roles.

The coordinator as a safety net

In general, all dyads expressed that they were satisfied with being part of the project. Some described how they experienced being at a point where the situation was stable, having the necessary support for the time being. One spouse described how she had struggled earlier, after her husband was diagnosed and they needed to find new solutions to cope with everyday challenges:

*I feel that perhaps it was too late to get help. The help we needed, we found out on our own and we had needed it when he got the diagnosis. (...) But if I'd had someone to play ball with from the start...*

She emphasized how she had been in need of a coordinator at an earlier time, when her husband got the diagnosis. At the moment, she felt she had control and knew where to turn if she or her husband needed anything. However, she was aware that the situation might change and that it was good knowing the coordinator was there. Thus, the coordinator represented a safety net, that they could turn to when necessary, rather than an active contributor in their everyday lives. The spouse of a caregiver who was...
recently diagnosed, and had not established any contacts within the system emphasized this dimension even stronger:

As I say to (coordinator) when she calls: 'at the moment, everything is fine, but thank you for being here and in the future when we perhaps are in need of help, we know someone will be there for us'

Although some dyads perceived that there was little the coordinator could do for them at the moment, they emphasized the reassuring aspect of having a personal coordinator: 'someone who knows us', ready to help if the situation should change. The coordinators confirmed this perception and emphasized how the regular contact helped them observe small changes in the dyads' life situation as a whole. Further, the continuous documentation laid a foundation for future assessment of care provision by other instances, especially for the health administration, who are in charge of the formal assignment of public care and support. The coordinators' leader underlined:

*Later, when they apply for something, nursing home or something, the documentation you do in the patient journal are good background information for the health administration.*

The coordinators and their leader had a clear comprehension of the importance of observations, documentation and relational knowledge concerning these patients’ and informal caregivers' current and future needs.

The coordinator as a pathfinder

One of the informal caregivers described how navigating the health administration and organizing the services for the persons with dementia were challenging and distressing: *I’ve felt that it’s incredibly difficult to find that thread, where do I start to wind?* Several informal caregivers described this sense of not knowing where to start when seeking help. First, they found it difficult to identify and describe what the problem actually was. Second, due to limited knowledge about the municipal care and support services, they found it hard to identify and contact the right instances that might be able to help them. One spouse described how they experienced this in the time following her husband being diagnosed with dementia:

*It was a lot of phone calls, you know, I called the wrong persons. Then I got through to someone, I think it was at the social security or something, who gave me the number to (right person) and then things started to happen.*

The dyads described how the coordinators in this situation played a more active part, helping them find and acquire good solutions. Based on the dyads' needs and wishes, this help ranged from giving advice on how to solve everyday challenges, providing simple information on where to find application forms and, in some cases, to coordinate collaboration between services. One informal caregiver, who had a full time job and did not live with the person with dementia, described how the coordinator in this way helped them through a challenging life situation:
To me, it’s been very important (the coordinator’s help), because it’s a lot of work and many things to follow up, you know. It’s appointments with the general practitioner, the ophthalmologist, then he has some skin problems, so it’s the dermatologist... Then you need to stay in touch with the homecare services, and remember to buy medicines at the pharmacy and remember this and that and then less and less is working at home. So I felt that having one person to relate to has been very good for me. To kind of see some steps ahead, you know, she can say ‘I think you might need… and we might as well apply right away’ (...) If I feel that we need some more help, I talk to (coordinator), I don’t talk to anybody else.

The description illustrates some of the vast complexity in caring for a person with dementia. For this participant, the coordinator had, in many ways, taken over coordination of the care and support as a whole. Although the informal caregiver experienced a heavy burden, the coordinator had an overview over the total situation and did most of the communication with all the different healthcare providers involved. Thus, we have found the metaphor ‘pathnder’ as an appropriate concept describing this crucial coordinator function of keeping a survey of the dyads’ situation as a whole and leading them on the way to possible means of support. In conversation with the coordinators concerning the time and resources they used on this kind of work, they claimed that in total it did not consume much time. They also experienced that it helped provide purposeful support, thus reducing waste of resources within the health and care services. However, they emphasized how they primarily perceived this consideration as a means to safeguard the persons with dementia:

No person with dementia wants to get a lot of people into their homes, nor a lot of services. They want exactly what they need and nothing more.

The coordinators perceived that most participating persons with dementia were reluctant to receive support, especially within their home, and that they wanted to keep support at a minimum. The coordinators’ knowledge of the available support and how to attain it, and their thorough knowledge on the dyads’ life situation as a whole, enabled them to recommend care and support that was individually adapted. Throughout their follow-up process, the coordinators had slightly differing support approaches when applying for services, – a process that at times might be quite strenuous due to a complex administrative system. While one of the coordinators aimed at informing and guiding on available, adequate services and how to apply, the other coordinator also helped writing application forms as well. Although the practical work did not differ much, the perceptions of how this worked differed, as illustrated by this informal caregiver

(The coordinator) can say “application forms for this and that is on the internet or I can send it in a mail if you have difficulties with the net” or something like that. But it’s not like I can say “we need this and that…” you know, to simplify the application process. If you’re used to orient on the internet, it’s actually nothing she’s said that I hadn’t found out on my own. But still, it’s good to have her, because you can kind of check with her “can I do this or that, does it work like this?” but still, you have to move on, on your own.

Although this informal caregiver found it hard to handle this challenging procedure himself he still found support in being able to seek advice from the coordinator. Overall, despite differences in perceptions,
most dyads experienced the coordinators as someone who helped them find and consider different possibilities, helping them cope in their everyday lives.

The coordinator as a source for emotional care and support.

Some informal caregivers also found the coordinators contributions in terms of emotional care and support vital. The need for this kind of care might be due to a general high level of distress and vulnerability, experiencing a crisis during the project period or simply dealing with the multiplicity of small everyday challenges. One spouse described how she almost despaired when they had come home from a travel and she couldn't reach the coordinator.

*I couldn't reach her that day, I felt that I almost (grips around her throat and chokes)... but then I got through and then it's half an hour and then all problems are solved... plus some I didn't knew I had.*

The remark illustrates how the coordinator may be seen as someone who help making everyday challenges and suffering endurable. Further, it indicates how the coordinator might serve as a problem-solver over the telephone. The coordinator did not only answer to the dyads everyday challenges, she also brought to light related issues that the dyads did not think about themselves, as well as presenting possible solutions to them. Other informal caregivers emphasized the benefit of having the coordinator to contact, also for emotional support:

*If I've been desperate, you know, this and this has happened. Then I call and talk to her and usually, she has a good idea, so it's very good talking to her.*

The importance of having someone to talk to one-to-one, who knew them and their current life situation were addressed by several informal caregivers. Combined with input on how to cope with their present challenges, these opportunities to talk to a coordinator that listened and supported them was crucial for them. One of the coordinators described how they experienced this vital aspect as well: "*I feel that I often am that 'container' that listens and confirms.'* A daughter, caring for her father with dementia described how essential it was for her to be seen and taken care of herself, by the coordinator:

*I get to talk to someone who perhaps has another view and some knowledge, because I know very little about this myself. (...) And someone who tells me: 'you know, you need to take a time-out!' I need that someone tells me (...)I feel that it's not only one-way communication, that it's only me who calls and ask if anything comes up, but that they actually make contact...*

Consequently, some informal caregivers experienced the benefit of getting support, but also a little push, to help them make difficult decisions and taking care of themselves in times when caring for the family member with dementia became all-consuming. Some of the dyads also found themselves in the midst of challenging life situations not related to the dementia condition itself. One coordinator experienced how a complex family conflict created an extra burden for the dyad. Although there was little the coordinator could do about the issue at hand, she still found it crucial to listen, support and acknowledge the dyads’ attempt to cope with the situation:
At least it has become (natural), because it’s what she needs. (...) And she does a lot of good things (...) so she kind of needs someone who listens and supports and say ‘this was good’

Although peripheral to the direct support of the person with dementia, the coordinator recognized how the surroundings affected the everyday life of the person with dementia. Thus, aiding to relieve the tense situation within the family would be beneficial for the well-being of the person with dementia.

Emphasis on trust based working conditions for the coordinators

Although not an initial focus of inquiry, in conversation with the coordinators, they underlined the importance of having a trust based relationship to their supervisors to be able to fulfill their tasks as coordinators:

*From the first moment the project was presented, we’ve had full support and recognition on this as something to prioritize and spend time on. And that has made it easy to get going and I think that is important. About having a leader and get time to do the tasks. We haven’t spent time on defending why we have to take this and that home visit, you know. And that’s not to be taken for granted.*

An important aspect for the coordinators in order to be able do their tasks was to get recognition and trust from their superiors on their priorities and choices of action. Likewise to get support and supervision in challenging situations:

*I sometimes get a bad conscience and a little stomach ache... but then, I am quite good at talking about all my feelings (laughs). But to me it’s important, in this job, to have good colleagues that I can talk to, because I don’t talk about it at home. And I think that it’s quite natural to have these feelings, so I don’t really think it’s a problem. Perhaps it’s a little barometer, I don’t know. I use (other coordinator) a lot, and (leader). Good supporters.*

The coordinators described how they experienced feelings of unease and emotional distress as a part of their work as a coordinator. Although straining, the coordinators did not describe this as a negative thing: rather the negative emotions were perceived as an indicator of the ability to build empathy and get involved in a relationship with the participant. Equally important though, was the emotional and professional support from co-workers and leaders. The leader agreed and confirmed how this kind of support should be prioritized:

*Let them get the chance to reflect and mature as coordinators, I think a lot about that. I want to handpick personnel, you know. It is something very serious about being a coordinator, because you have such an impact on peoples’ lives and you’re not to be too easy on it either.*

The mutual trust and recognition between the coordinators and their leader seemed to be crucial for the feasibility of the trial. This statement further reveals a serious awareness of the gravity of the coordinators work. Both coordinators and their leader described a determinate focus on how to support
the individual, regardless of if and how this support was measureable or might fit into goal attainment scales.

**Empowering the person with dementia in decision-making processes**

Considering the second research question, we found that meeting the person with dementia alone during the first home visit was perceived crucial for the coordinators to get an impression of the persons’ values and preferences. However, the coordinators found it challenging to maintain an empowering relation with the person with dementia throughout the study period.

Challenges in establishing relationship with the person with dementia

During the first home visits, the coordinators had one-to-one conversations with the participants living with dementia, based on the question ‘What’s important to you?’ This was deemed valuable to be able to get an impression of the person and the persons’ values and preferences.

*You get to hear a lot about their lives and experiences and you get to know what’s important to them, and what has been important to them. ... You sort of get to know their pulse a little... You get an image of who this is. If I ask ‘what’s important to you, now?’ it’s not always that easy to get an answer.*

In this statement we also see a recognition of how the answer to the question of ‘What’s important to you’ not necessarily is found by asking directly, but rather is hidden somewhere within the participants’ narratives. However, during the continuous follow-up by telephone, the coordinators found it challenging to uphold direct contact with the persons living with dementia, as the frequency of once a month and contact by telephone made this challenging, especially because of the person’s illness-related memory problems:

*Calling to someone who has dementia... It’s not a good way to communicate, you know. And building a relation to someone with dementia and meeting once every third month or half-a-year is not good either. Because the person with dementia won’t remember you and will get anxious every time. ... It might have worked in some cases, but it’s not right towards the person with dementia.*

Most of the persons with dementia described experiences with support that was facilitated as part of the follow-up, but they had little conception of who their coordinator was and what their role was. The following conversation between interviewer (I), person with dementia (P) and informal caregiver (C) illustrates this issue.

*I: Do you feel that you have a relation to (coordinator)?

P: I really can’t say that

C: Do you know who we are talking about?

P: No... I know I have met her...
C: Many times, she’s been visiting us several times

P: You know, I don’t recognize all those actors out there

...

C: I think that if you’d seen her, you would have recognized her

P: I guess

It must be underlined that the person in question throughout the interview had little difficulties in recollecting details and aspects from his everyday life. Some persons with dementia expressed a remembrance of the meetings and the coordinators as nice persons, but they expressed little perception of the coordinators as someone who helped and supported them in any way. Thus, as the intervention went on, the monthly follow-up on telephone turned out to be meaningful only for the informal caregivers.

**Discussion**

Concerning the first research question, about the coordinators’ role and functions, the participating dyads described how they experienced three different coordinator functions. First, they described how the coordinators served as a means of safety and comfort. Although some perceived that there was not much the coordinator could do at the time, they appreciated that there was a person who knew them and their situation, who was ready to help them if needed. Second, the coordinator served as a co-planner and organizer of care and support. This function was flexible and ranged from giving basic information on available care and support to more or less taking over coordination of the many health and care services involved. Third, the coordinator served as valuable emotional support and care for the informal caregivers in times of distress. These three functions built upon each other. Based upon the relation and knowledge of the total situation gained through the basic phone calls, support could be more individually adapted, when needed. Further, the building of a strong relation made a foundation for providing adequate emotional support. In total, getting to follow up the persons with dementia and their caregivers over time, with a view on the whole situation, laid the ground for a wide perspective making holistic care and support possible.

In line with the encouragement from Iliffe et al. [10] we will establish these three functions as crucial components for care and support coordination for this group to function. Further, we find the concept of ‘fluidity’ to be adequate also to describe the internal relation between the components described. They overlapped and the borders between these functions were at times fluctuating. The coordinator functions as described should therefore not be seen as distinct tasks to be pursued as such, but as functions that should get room to arise in the interaction between the coordinator and the dyad. Moving away from task-oriented standardization is supported by care philosopher Kari Martinsen [19]. She asserts the importance of meeting the other, in this case the dyad, with openness and wondering. This requires a fine balance between managing to see past the immediate without invading the others’ private sphere. The
coordinators’ different approaches to support in application processes exemplifies how complex it may be to find this balance in practical approaches. It also illustrates how relatively small differences in approaches may affect participants’ assessments of the support they are receiving.

The coordinators and their leader underlined the importance of mutual trust and good relations to ensure the necessary flexibility to provide adequate follow up of the participants. Equally important, they described a need to ensure professional and emotional support for the coordinators. These descriptions also involved the coordinators’ recognition and acknowledgement of their own vulnerability in meeting the dyads. Martinsen [19] emphasize how emotional involvement calls for increased attention, making room for good professional judgments of what is at stake in the situation. She makes a clear distinction of this kind of involvement as opposed to sentimentalism. Sentimentalism, she claims, might emerge as a result of suppressing emotions for the sake of professionalism. Within leadership theory, the importance of good leader-employee-relationships and mutual trust has shown to have high effect on productivity as well as the employees’ mental health [20]. Kitwood [21] emphasize the crucial role of leadership and work environment within person-centered dementia care. Likewise, as the concept of person-centered care has been further developed into a theoretical nursing practice framework, the aspect of work environment and leadership has been established as integral parts. McCance and McCormack [22] describes how personal prerequisites in the healthcare personnel, such as competency, skills, values and commitment as well as structural aspects in the care environment, including supportive systems, staff relationships and power sharing are crucial to succeed with this kind of work. Their framework also includes ‘sympathetic presence’ as a prerequisite, again underlining the need for emotional involvement in order to do professional judgments. Although these aspects were not initially addressed in this present study, we found clear similarities between coordinators’ descriptions of the prerequisites to be able to perform their tasks and the prerequisites described within the person-centered framework. Similarly, a qualitative review of stakeholders’ perspectives on coordinating care in dementia emphasize the importance of support for the coordinators [23].

Considering the second research question, on empowerment of the persons with dementia, we found that the initial conversations between coordinator and person with dementia alone, in a trusting environment, were crucial. The remark about finding an answer to the question ‘What’s important to you’ in the persons’ narratives illustrate the importance of finding room for such conversations between coordinator and person with dementia. An open approach in these conversations may further help the coordinator gain insight in the persons’ rhythms of daily life at home [24]. However, we found that it proved challenging for the coordinators to pursue this objective throughout the intervention period. Both the frequency and means of contact was perceived as suboptimal. We acknowledge that we should have investigated more thoroughly whether phone calls could have been feasible to maintain contact, at least with some of the persons with dementia.

The issue of ensuring genuine patient participation for home dwelling persons with dementia is complicated. In a multi-case study of ten cases, Smebye et al. [13] describes how healthcare personnel and informal caregivers may engage persons with dementia in shared everyday decision-making, such as
choosing among activities, what to eat or when to shower. As such, the informal caregivers play a crucial role in empowering the persons with dementia and are central collaboration partners for healthcare personnel in general when decisions on care and support are made. On the other hand, Smebye et al. [13] also describe instances of not involving the person at all or pseudo-autonomous decision-making. The latter defined as cases where the person with dementia was not adequately informed and decisions were based on mere assumptions about the persons’ values and preferences. Similarly, Taghizadeh Larsson and Österholm [25] investigated 24 qualitative articles on decision-making for persons with dementia. Although they found examples where the wish of persons with dementia were respected, exclusion of the person with dementia in decision-making processes was reported as the most frequent finding. Advance Care Planning (ACP) as a repeated process to plan for future care and treatment in line with the patients’ values and preferences has been increasingly common within dementia care [26]. Also within this concept, exclusion of the person with dementia, often without giving account for why, was the most frequent finding in a systematic review, including 30 articles [27]. As the available support for persons with dementia is getting more specialized and individually adaptable, the amount of decisions being made concerning care and support is increasing accordingly. The informal caregivers’ role in supporting the persons with dementia in decision-making processes should not be underestimated. Still, to safeguard the human rights [14] of persons with dementia to take active part in decision-making processes, these processes needs to be adapted for this to take place. In a meta-ethnography on agency in dementia, Bosco et al. [28] reveals how acknowledging the persons as active agents and helping them maintain positive views of their abilities are important first steps to help them maintain autonomy. Further, they describe how persons with dementia can be supported in building strategies for making decisions on their own, such as by breaking decisions down to smaller units or using simple aids, such as a diary. In a recent study, we explored home-dwelling persons with dementia’s perception on different support measures. We found that, when given time, space and adapted explanations, all participants reflected on hypothetical future scenarios and how support measures could be adapted to suit their needs, even when they had no prior knowledge of the measure [29]. Similarly, Smebye et al. [13] claims that the question of patient participation should not be if, but how, in line with the demand from the United Nations to support the patient to make decisions regarding their own care [14].

**Implications for practice and further research**

Based on the experiences in this study, we believe the framework for follow-up as presented is a feasible starting point for supporting informal caregivers for persons with dementia living at home. We also recommend that this follow-up start at an early time after a dementia diagnose has been set, both in order to build a strong relation to the dyads, but also to get necessary support in order at an early time. This is supported by the findings of Backhouse et al. [23]. Based on the three functions we identified and the fluid borders between them, we recommend a flexible approach, with a trusting work environment where the coordinators are given space to distribute their time according to the shifting needs of the participating dyads. This also entails a supportive work environment where the coordinators are given room to reflect, share difficult emotions and mature in their roles.
Non-involvement or pseudo-autonomous decision-making by informal caregivers or healthcare personnel are serious moral and legal issues, denying the patient of basic human rights and depriving them of their status as a person [12]. Conversely, retaining autonomy is crucial for persons with dementia to sustain quality of life and dignity [30, 31]. In the further development of the LIVE-trial we attempt to strengthen this perspective with more home visits and initiating a process of ACP involving the persons’ general practitioners. Informal caregivers of persons with dementia are subject to a high burden [7] and making difficult decisions on behalf of the person may increase emotional distress [32]. Healthcare personnel are requested to support persons with dementia to participate in decision-making processes [14]. We recommend them to share this perspective with informal caregivers to increase patient participation in everyday decision-making. However, these are complex issues and the knowledge of how to enhance patient participation for this group is limited. We suggest an increased focus on this issue in future research.

Limitations

This study is based on interviews with a limited number of stakeholders in a feasibility study with a relatively small amount of participants. One of the reasons for not recruiting more of the persons with dementia from the feasibility study in the interviews, was that we early got a clear apprehension that they were little involved in the interaction with the coordinators. Thus, we assumed that they might give limited contribution to answering the research questions. In retrospect we realize that the issue of limited patient participation should have been more closely explored in the interviews and that we should have put more effort in exploring the experiences of the persons with dementia.

Conclusion

This study aimed at evaluating a project testing the feasibility of providing an individual care coordinator for persons with dementia and their informal caregivers. Within systematic frames for a minimum frequency of contacts and overarching tasks, the coordinators were given quite free reins on how to adapt the follow up for the individual. We found that the coordinators fulfilled three functions in relation to the caregivers. That is, the function of representing a safety net; of being a pathfinder; and as a source for emotional care and support. To be able to fulfill their role as coordinator, a trusting working environment was emphasized. Further, we found that it was challenging for the coordinators to establish genuine relations in order to empower the persons with dementia in decision-making processes. This indicates a need for frequent meetings between coordinator and person with dementia and will be pursued in the main study of the LIVE-trial. Further research on how to establish sustainable, genuine patient participation on a broad scale for this group is required.
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